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by Anthony Lopez 
 Should cell phones be required in schools?  
 Cell phones come in handy in most cases when a teacher 
requires you to use a calculator, take notes, or assigns a last-
minute assignment before the bell rings. On the other hand, cell 
phones can be a threat, because they can make students and   
teachers feel uncomfortable with the potential of cyber-bullying. 
 Cyber-bullying is a type of harassment that occurs        
virtually. It includes but is not limited to acts such as taking      
pictures of students/teachers without consent and posting it on 
social media or sending it to other people. Social media is one of 
the reasons schools are leery of student cell usage. Can the        
majority of students be trusted? It all just depends on the person. 
 “I think that they should allow them because you can     

focus better because you won’t be so 
stressed out,” expressed sophomore 
Elijah Kester.    
 Crystal Zaragoza (10)         
pondered: “What if their parents 
check-up on [their kids during the 
day] and to track them down, 
[find] where they at, for the 
kids safety?”  
 “[Cell phones] 
are needed at school is 
because their parents 
text them to see if their 
safe.” 

by Ahjranayl Miles  
 Let us think back to grade school.  
 What did you guys do for Black History Month? Did you color pages 
of famous black advocates? Did you guys watch the heartbreaking film 12 
Years A Slave?  
 School curriculum has you learning the bare minimum of black history 
and its roots. There should be more in-depth lessons instead of the white-
washed history that is taught.   
 Now, you may argue that some of the events that have happened to 
African Americans are too sensitive for us “children,” but that is truly not the 
case.  
 This is a month where African American voices need to be heard; their 
stories need to be told.  
 This was such a devastating time and history and sadly racism still  
resides in places to this day.  
 It is important to recognize the raw and truthful facts of the past. 
 BHM is a month where we should celebrate the fact that slavery was 
abolished by the 13th amendment.  
 BHM is a month where two men—Carter Woodson and Jesse Moor-
land—founded the ASALH (Association for the Study of African American 
Life and History) with the means of promoting and emphasizing African 
American accomplishments throughout history. 
 On February 12, we celebrate Abraham Lincoln’s birthday, but let us 
not forget the great Frederick Douglass born just two days thereafter. 
 If you are a non-African American, you too should celebrate. Wear 
red, green or black, support black owned local businesses, enjoying black art, 
supporting black musicians. Even if you think what you are doing does not 
make a difference, just know that it does.  
 BHM is a month where love and support would be wanted by African 
Americans across the world.  

A.B. Miller Cheer Team won the Jamz National Championship 
in Varsity Co-ed and Sideline performance. The team is pictured 
alongside head coach Mrs. Monique Gutierrez, coach Mr. Leo 
Rivas, and former Miller alumna, coach Fiorela “Fifi” Palacio. 



by Ailene Roque and Elisa Chavez   
 When it comes to movie media, we sit back and enjoy the visuals and story line 
unfold in front of our eyes, but for our fellow book readers, the visuals are not so easy to 
“see” without an imagination. Book to movie adaptations attract all readers alike to see 
their favorite stories come to life, but one question still stands: are movie adaptations     
actually any better than books?  

 Ninth grade student, Michelle Mendez, recalls 
reading the book trilogy To All the Boys I’ve Loved Be-
fore by Jenny Han back in sixth grade. “I prefer reading 
the books over watching the movie    because it’s more 
detailed,” asserted Mendez. Between the movie and 
books, Mendez clarified a major difference she noticed, 
“in the movie, Lara Jean’s little sister sneaks into her 
room and sends out her love letters in attempt to help 
Lara Jean get a life [but] in the book, Kitty sends her 
love letters as a form of revenge.”  
 Aside from this difference, Mendez remarked 
that “all the major plot points are the same, and the 
characters in the movie appear the same in the book.” 
Despite having watched the movies, Mendez expressed 
“when reading the book, I visualize myself in Lara 
Jean’s position, which makes the narrative even more 
interesting.”  
 Senior, Peace Ofori, who is the Vice President 
of HSA, shared similar sentiments to Michelle Mendez. 
Ofori watched the film, The Passion of The Christ, not 
long ago but has a personal preference to her readings 
because it gives her motivation.  
 Ofori elaborated “the book helps to capture you 
into a world of imagination, but the movie doesn’t 
show all that the book talks about, it selects the parts 
they    desire to show.” In terms of the movie actors, 
Ofori acknowledges “they did an excellent job, they 
dressed the part, and captured most of my attention.” 
While watching the movie, Ofori observed “they added 
details that never existed in the book” and concludes 
perhaps “the directors had their personal points to send 

across to the audience.”  
 Junior Ariana Hernandez is another fanatic of 
enticing rom-com books and all the happily ever        
after’s. When asked about her favorite book she said it 
was The Hating Game by Sally Thorne that was just 
recently    released as a film in December of 2021.     
Immediately Hernandez confesses that she had low    
expectations for the film as she is usually disappointed 
by book to film adaptations. However, she was        
pleasantly surprised this once when the characters were 
accurately portrayed in real life, which is something 
viewers are constantly worried about. Hernandez states, 
“character-wise, I think Lucy Hale played the role of 
Lucy Hutton-the main character of the story-perfectly 
because she fit the vibe of her awkward yet lively     
personality and matched the way she was physically 
described in the book.” 

 Regarding the plot, Hernandez was also satisfied with the storyline and how every 
event was something that occurs in the book. Her only critic was how rushed a lot of the 
scenes felt.  
 “I feel like the producers didn’t want to let down the readers and all the good     
moments the two main characters had so they did as many scenes that were fan favorites 
and they did not go into heavy detail,” she recalls, which seems to be a common downside 
to turning books into movies.  
 There is only so much content of a book that can fit in the span of one to two 
hours. For this instance, The Hating Game is about two completely opposite people who 
work for rival publishing companies and end up falling in love, so the thorough detail of 
key bonding moments and the proper build-up of emotional connection would have been 
necessary for the love aspect of the plot to not feel so forced and instead as magical as it 
felt from reading the book. At the end of the day, the film was enjoyable, but Hernandez 
still stands by books winning over the movies. 
 It is clear that students hold a preference over books, but that is not to say movies 
are not similarly praised. If anything, people have the ability to see their books come to 
life through the screen and appreciate the additional details books have to offer.  

          By Staff 
 Fresh off their highly successful collaboration with                                                
  Mountain Dew, Frito Lay has recently given Doritos Cool Ranch                                        
chips the Flamin’ Hot treatment. Already, early returns (we are talking                               
weeks, here) have shown that Flamin’ Hot Cool Ranch chips have                                     
surpassed all other Frito Lay Flamin’ Hot products, including the newly recently 
released Flamin’ Hot BBQ Fritos. This is of note because prior to this, no newly 
introduced Flamin’ Hot product has managed to overtake the top position of sales. 
 Anticipating the hot product, Frito Lay has partnered with Taco Bell to                  
over a Flamin’ Hot Cool Ranch shelled taco for a limited time only. 
 Taco Bell has confirmed that the new taco is part of their Taco Lover’s       
Pass. 



 “The genre of music that I like the most 
has to be slow or chill rap since the lyrics have a 
deeper meaning than that of regular rap,”       
commented Antonio Guzman (12).  
 “I also feel as if listening to music helps 
me be relaxed especially when doing          
schoolwork, and I can feel my brain working 
better when I listen to music.” 
 The article “Your Brain On Music” states 
how different parts of our brain react when      
stimulated by music. Those affected parts of our 
brain include the frontal lobe, which by listening 
to music we can enhance its functions of          
decision making. Additionally, the Temporal 
Lobe which is used to appreciate music by       
processing what we hear. The Amygdala is used 
to process and trigger our emotions when it 
comes to music listening. And by looking at this 
information, it is impressive how something so 
simple like music can trigger so many parts of 
our brain to make us feel a specific way.     
Whether it is happiness, sadness, fear, angriness, 
or hysteria, music can make you feel that way in 
a few minutes depending on your music         
preferences.   
 Music can be anything to every person. It 
can be art, entertainment, hobbies, forms of     
expression, or a form to express feelings. All of 
these apply to what music can be, music can help 
with our daily activities and when it comes to 
harder work it can help to relax and make the 
activity less stressing. Music will help stimulate 
the brain when going to sleep. 
 Try listening to relaxing music when    
going to sleep and a better sleep is almost     
guaranteed.  
This is why I believe music is such a great form 
of media that everyone can and should enjoy 
when it comes to their daily activities. 

by Krystal Calderon 
 Music has been around for so many years and everyone has their own 
values to which they associate it with. We listen to music in the car, when we 

are showering, in our rooms, at parties, and mostly wherever you go. It has changed many 
people’s lives and helped them get through hurdles. We all have our own opinion, and we 
choose what we like, so many of us have our own taste in music and some share the same 
taste as well.     People can talk about why they like that certain type of music and be 
openminded to hear different music that other people like. Music is something very special 
in a lot of people’s lives, it helps them when they are sad or lonely, helps them calm down, 
whenever they need something positive to hear and overall, just something beautiful to hear. 
 Music is very important in American culture because it provides identity and the   
opportunity to tell others who you are. And music takes a big part on many different cul-
tures. There are very different types of styles and languages that go into cultural music— it 
shows people who you are and what you represent. Music has the power to alter one's 
mood, alter one's environment, and urge one's conduct to change. In fact, the average   
American spends four hours per day listening to music. Music impacts our society on a    
cultural, moral, and emotional level. People who really care and love about music and     
usually the ones who grew up listening to songs that touched them and spoke to them in a 
way they will always remember. 
 It sets the moods and creates atmosphere. And as humans, we are behaviorally      
influenced by the way we feel. The more connected we are with the sounds, messages, and 
moods we make and emit through music, the more powerful we will be in creating lasting 
beneficial effects. Songs become a part of our personal narrative. Their lyrics have left a 
permanent impression on us. We remember those words, but not the meaning they had for 
the individual who penned them. It is about how much they mean to us. We connect their 
lyrics to situations that have occurred in our lives.  
 We mix our own story into their songs, and it feels as if they reflect our own      
memories and feelings. Some songs make us feel good, while others make us sad. Some 
songs connect us to the present, while others transport us to the past. They aid in the recall 
of long-forgotten memories. Some songs are associated with our personal identities and    
specific life events. Because of our influence, we have the support and power to change the 
world around us as artists and musicians, and that truly makes music something worth     
dedicated a life to. When people are connected to the songs they listen, they grow a        
connected to the artists because for most of the part the artist can be singing something     
personal, and their listeners relate to them. When that happens, people feel better about 
themselves and know they are not alone, and the music impacts their life in different ways. 
“People who dance and actively engage with music were found to be happier than other 
who didn’t,” stated journalist Nina Avramova. She believes that music has a strong power 
over feelings and how we perceive the around us can be influenced by music. 
 Overall music is very important in people’s lives because when people hear songs, it 
helps them remember a previous incident and how they felt about it. This is how music    
affects them. It connects to their lives. It gives purpose to the world. It aids in their            
self-awareness. And it creates an own musical history throughout in their lives, shaped by 
their likes and life events. It is the closest thing many of us have to the journal we never 
wrote or the diary we have tucked away for a long time. 

by Sebastian Calzadilla 
 Music’s definition is reliant on who you ask. It can be a form of art, a hobby, or a 
form to express your feelings and emotions to an audience.  

For me, personally, I see music as something to initiate relaxation—even when the music I listen to 
is fast paced, I get a feeling of tranquility whenever I listen to it, which honestly, is every day. And I 
am sure that I am not the only person that feels this way.  
One question does come to mind when listening to music though, and that question is: what effect 
does listening to music have in our brains? 
 When researching this question, different benefits came from listening to music. As stated by 
an article entitled “Keep Your Brain Young With Music,” “if you want to keep your brain engaged 
throughout the aging process, listening or playing music is a great tool. It provides a total brain 
workout.”  
 According to the article, “research has shown that listening to music can reduce anxiety, 
blood pressure, and pain as well as improve sleep quality, mood, mental alertness, and memory.”  
 I can notice these effects whenever I listen to music. I work better when I am listening to    
music, no matter what I am doing, listening to music adds something to my daily activities that     
cannot be described.  
 “My favorite type of music is electronic types of beats, especially artists like Daft Punk,” 
elicited senior Pablo Alvarez. 
 “Listening to music makes me relaxed and focused specially when training and exercising on 
my days off work.”  

by Josue Avila  
 Ever since 1930 the FIFA World Cup has been held every four years, but this is now at risk. The FIFA president Gianni       

Infantino has been the FIFA president for five years, 332 days, and counting…  
Continued on page 5. 



By Gabriel Gutierrez & Mazikeen (“Maze”) Larson 
 Seniors gather in a line inside the library entrance, 
checking in at a table with the guidance counselors. They are 
dressed up to the nines, with button ups and high heels, ready 
to make a good impression on prospecting universities. The 
university representatives, in turn, sit at decorated tables 
armed with pamphlets, business cards, and convincing pitches 
eager to drum up excitement for the institution they each     
represent. 
 Juliet Aguh is most interested in applying to La Verne,        
University of Redlands, and Cal Baptist. “I don’t think I’ve 
heard of the others,” she remarks. When choosing schools, her 
main considerations are cost first, and reputation second.  
 “I can’t go broke,” she jokes with a smile. Her majors 
of choice are “statistics, applied mathematics, or data           
science.” “I’m a nerd who likes money;” Aguh shares, “little 
secret, I did not spend a dime on any single college              
application.” She seeks to continue this trend by taking         
advantage of the fee waivers offered by the schools present. 
Though, “it would be better if they gave out candy,” she    
suggests. 
 Aniya Magee’s university search concentrates on “the 
area that they’re in and the programs that they have,” though 
sports, extracurriculars, and whether a major is impacted      

remain important factors. She’s looking to     
major in biology or nursing, and applied to 
University of La Verne. If not at the fair, she 
would’ve probably applied to schools from     
another one of A.B.’s helpful programs, AVID, 
following their advice for applications. 
“Whichever one they said to do, then I 
would’ve did,” she explains.  
 Using fee waivers from the                
Collegeboard, private universities, and A.B. 
Miller, Dana Edrees has applied to “6 Cals, 3 
UCs, 4 privates, and Chaffey.” At the event she 
applied to Redlands, Sierra, and La Verne. “I 
consider the one-on-one [of schools], so of 
course I would love to go to private,” she ex-
plains. “Honestly, [prestige] doesn’t matter to 
me as long as I get the education that I need,” 
the to-be business major explains. 
 Elijah Robles looked forward to getting 
“more information about some of the private 
colleges” at the fair. “What I really expect from 
a school is, I guess, the demographic and the 
climate. I really want to meet people that share 
the same vision I do—computer science wise—
and I guess overall temperature,” he states. 
While he admitted that the lines were           
somewhat long, Robles got the information he 

was seeking, including “tuition and everything”, a success for Robles to be sure. Planning to stay in a school with warmer climates, he applied to 
Northern Arizona University, La Verne, and Redlands at the event. 
 Marching band drum major Angelica Aniciete showed up to the college fair dressed to impress. Since she tries her best in her academics, she 
wants her school to “be a little more on the prestigious side.” Her major “right now” is economics. “It altered,” she laughs. Apart from “being       
well-known" and “how good the school is” Aniciete doesn’t have many requirements for her preferred universities. She applied to La Verne, Azusa 
Pacific, and Cal Baptist.  
 Many seniors walked away satisfied with their college fair experience and it should be no surprise that the university representatives shared 
the sentiment.  
 The representative from Northern Arizona University (NAU), Betsie Rugg-
Stassen, serves as the California Admissions manager and largely works with San         
Bernardino students. A joy to talk to, she explains, “I usually come with no expectations 
because every single fair is different. But yes, I expected I might be going over some 
transcripts with them as well.” “So that was nice, I don’t think I’ve ever had that            
opportunity at a lot of fairs, so this is lovely,” she smiles softly, “A little more                
personable.” Ms. Rugg-Stassen seemed ecstatic about the event, describing it as           
goldilocks-like (not too big, not too small),“it’s great! It's small too, sometimes we're at 
these fairs and they're huge and so it's hard for students to meet with everyone but I 
thought it was very well organized.” She felt honored to be invited since “they just picked 
a few schools that were very popular.” 
 “I don’t do a lot of events like this where I'm actually meeting with students      
face-to-face with their transcripts to look at their academics,” admitted Michael Taylor, 
the enthusiastic associate director of admissions for Hawaii Pacific University (HPU).  

Continued on ensuing page. 



After doing college admissions for sixteen 
years, he has learned that finding the perfect 
college fit is about more than letter grades or 
GPAs; when students meet with him, he wants 
to “find out if [HPU] match[es] what their    
interests are and what they are looking for.” 
“You know...I've always been very honest in 
helping a student find what they're looking for 
and if I think that we’re not what they're    
looking for, then I am able to refer them to 
other universities or colleges,” he adds. 
 The opportunity for students to meet in
-person was an invaluable experience and     
after a schoolyear of distance learning and 
quarantine it is one that La Sierra University 
representative—David Mendoza—will no 
longer take for granted. Mendoza, the assistant 
director of recruitment for the university, 
“learned last year the importance of engaging 
with students personally and getting that      
personal touch,” because “it's really crucial to 
our success and enrollment.”  “I know the 
principal, Dr. Saxton,” says Mendoza—who 
has been presenting at A.B. Miller for years—
, “he is an alumnus from La Sierra University, 
and I've done the college fair here too, so I've 
been pretty involved.” 
 On this day, many brave seniors took 
another big step towards their futures, guided 
by knowledgeable admissions officers and     
insightful counselors. 
 We are so proud of every Miller       
student who participated in this fair and wish 
them the best of luck! 

College Fare continued. 

World Cup continued from page 3. 

 He was elected as FIFA president on February 26th of 
2016. The FIFA world Cup will be held this year in Qatar and 
will have its first opening game on November 21st.  
 There has been a lot of controversy for this upcoming 
FIFA World Cup because there has been leaked information 
of how the workers building the stadiums in Qatar are being 
treated very poorly. There have been 34 deaths directly linked 
with the construction of the stadiums, and 6,500 immigrant 
workers have died since the FIFA World Cup was awarded to 
Qatar 10 years ago. This has brought light to the controversy 
of this year’s FIFA World Cup—many people believe that 
there should not be a FIFA World Cup this year due to all 
these incidents relating to the constructions of the stadiums 
that will be used for the FIFA World Cup. 
 The first ever FIFA World Cup was in 1930, hosted in 
Uruguay. The 1930 FIFA World Cup was won by the home 
national team, Uruguay. The FIFA World Cup is a prestigious 
tournament that is held every four years for national teams. Every soccer fan dreams of playing in the FIFA World Cup as kids. Every professional 
soccer player’s dream is to play the FIFA World Cup. What makes the FIFA World Cup so special is that it is only held every four years and only 
32 national teams are allowed to represent their country in the FIFA World Cup out of 211 total national teams. Out of 211 teams that initially try 
qualifying to play in the FIFA World Cup only 32 national teams qualify to the actual FIFA World Cup, and only one national team wins It all. 
There has been a total of 21 FIFA World Cups from 1930 to 2018. The last FIFA World Cup was held in Russia in 2018. Frances national team won 
the 2018 FIFA World Cup. The national team that has won the most FIFA World Cups is Brazil who has won a total of 5 FIFA World Cups. In    
second place tied with four FIFA World Cups is Germany and Italy. Tied in 3rd place with 2 FIFA World Cups is Argentina, France, and Uruguay. 
 Making the FIFA World Cup every two years could damage the image of the FIFA World Cup. I believe what makes the FIFA World Cup 
so special and unique is that it only happens every 4 years, so it makes it that special when the FIFA World Cup is finally here it makes all the fans 
excited. Making the FIFA World Cup every 2 years would make the FIFA World Cup lose its uniqueness and rarity.  
 As agreed by A.B. Miller soccer varsity captain Gonzalo Hernandez “I think making the FIFA World Cup every two years will be a mistake 
because the fans would lose that excitement of waiting four years for the World Cup.” Not only the soccer fans are upset with the FIFA World Cup 
being every 2 years but so are the players.  
 Kaylin Mbappe, PSG payer and former FIFA World Cup victor, says that if the FIFA World Cup is held every two years, a lot more players 
would get hurt more often since they would have to be playing more games every year.   



Cell Phones continued from page 1. 

 Sophomore Emanol Guzman maintains that “cell phones are 
necessary for everyday use and should be recognized as such.” He    
continued, “phones are a way of parents knowing their child is safe and 
gives them security,” echoing Zaragoza’s concerns. 
 However Guzman also acknowledged that there are individuals 
that abuse the privilege of a cell phone and as such, that would present 
unnecessary conflict between students and teachers, potentially. 

 Alex Lopez (10) is all for having 
cell phones at all times. “Cell phones 
should be allowed. Considering that we do 
use them for research at times, but at times 
we do use them to goof off-like playing 
video games or texting your friends.”  
 “Overall, [the benefits outweigh the 
costs and] that cell phones should be       
allowed.” 
 “I don’t think that every student 
needs a cellphone, as far as ‘my parents 
know I’m at school’ and if something      
happened at school, the school would tell 
the parents,” confidently stated social      
science teacher, Mrs. Reinhart-Maiorca.  

 “I think the reality is cell phones 
are going to be on this campus, so the 
next step for that is teaching kids how to 
use them responsibly because in the real 
world, you’re going to have that cell 
phone on you…the reality is they’re here, 
they’re not going to go away.” 
 “I don’t like cell phones in school, 
I think that their very distracting for     
students and as a teacher I feel very      
insulted when I’m trying to teach a class 
and my students are on their phone,”     
admitted English teacher, Mrs. Whyte.  
 She went on as far as to suggest a 
school wide policy that would prohibit 
cell phone usage, proposing “[students] could have cell phones         

between classes and lunch but in classes 
they should not be able to have cell phones 
because its distracting.”  
 But what about cell phones being 
used for research or education purposes? 
 “I understand that,” began Whyte, 
“but that is also the reason why we have 
laptops.” 
 Personally, I think that a student 
should use their cell phone wisely and to 
not slack-off during school hours.  
 From what I heard from my peers is 
that “yeah, they should be allowed in 
school,” and the few teachers I spoke to 
made adequate claims as to why they 
should not.  

But what do you think? 

by Staff 
 Hot off the heals of the Los Angeles Dodgers and Los Angeles 
Lakers championship seasons in 2020, the Los Angeles Rams have laid 
claim to their first Super Bowl title hailing from Los Angeles with a 23-
20 victory over the upstart Cincinnati Bengals at SoFi Stadium on       
February 13. 
 Super Bowl LVI MVP, wide receiver Cooper Kupp, lived up to 
his Triple Crown season of accolades and sealed the victory with a       
one-yard touch down pass from Matthew Stafford with 1:25 to play in 
the fourth. 
 Joe Burrow had the Rams on their heels before Aaron Donald 
stuffed a third down run and disrupted a potential fourth down              
conversion that would have led to the Bengals having the ball in Rams’          
territory. 
 The last time a Los Angeles sports franchise won the Super Bowl, 
was in 1983 when the Los Angeles Raiders downed the then, Washington        
Redskins, 38-9 in Super Bowl XVIII.  
 The Rams won a NFL title 
in 1951, but that was pre-Super 
Bowl era. 
 It is the Rams’ franchise    
second Super Bowl victory. 

by Staff 
 Frito-Lay furthered their partnership with the NBA by releasing 
its third installment of the Ruffles with a flavor curated by an NBA 
player. 
 Los Angeles Laker Anthony Davis kick-started the initiated 
with his Lime and Jalapeño flavor, followed shortly there after by     
Boston Celtic Jason Tatum’s Flamin’ Hot BBQ take on the classic 
snack. 
 It was recently announced, and has been hitting store shelves 
mid-February just in time for the NBA All-Star Break, Lebron James’ 
Flamin’ Hot Cheddar and Sour Cream rendition of the timeless potato 
chip. 
 This is the second time Frito-Lay have looked to a Los Angeles 
Laker player to promote their Ruffles brand.  
 The partnership has teased that at least one new signature player 
flavor would be on store shelves during the NBA Playoffs in the       
coming months. 

Our next installment will feature things to do over Spring Break, or if 

you are looking forward to staying-in and sleeping late—shows to 

stream and music to blast! 



A.B. Miller’s primary goal is to ensure every student is college and career ready 
upon graduation. We pride ourselves in providing our students with an excellent 
academic and extracurricular experience, yet, we understand that providing     
additional supports will further enhance our students’ chances of academic      
success as young adults. Our community has rallied around us to help provide 
these additional supports in the form of scholarships. Our supports fundraised 
and donated over $25,000! On behalf of our students, I’d like to thank our     
community for their unconditional support over the years. Your support affords 
us the ability to provide our students with an exceptional academic experience, 
close the achievement gap, and provide educational access to all students. Once 
again, thank you for your on-going support! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Dr. Dustin Saxton 
Principal, A.B. Miller High School 

Michael Vedo begins his seventh year as head of A.B. Miller’s Journalism program. 
When not teaching English and working on the yearbook, Mr. Vedo enjoys listening to 
punk rock music, spending time with his fiancé, and collecting Nike Air Maxes. He is also 
an avid believer in all these supernatural and paranormal and enjoys watching reruns of 
The X-Files, Seinfeld, Search Party,  Gravity Falls, Stranger Things, and Twin Peaks. 

 Gabriel Gutierrez is (finally) a senior at A.B. Miller, hoping that this                                        
year’s seniors will actually have prom. He plans to   graduate and move on to California State 
San Bernardino. His favorite part of A.B. Miller is the GSA, of which he’s currently president 
of; apart from that, he’s also a member of the new ASL club. When not engaging in academic 
activities, he likes to wind down by watching lets-players on Twitch or YouTube (subscribe 
to Phoodu’s twitch y’all). His hobbies include drawing, writing, 
and on extremely rare occasions—reading. He prefers Marvel over DC, and his favorite pizza 
toppings are pineapple with pepperoni. A brave and daring individual, clearly.  
 
 Senior and third-year Journalism student, Mazikeen (“Maze”) Larson, finds joy in the 
diversity and individuality that can be readily found at A.B. Miller. With a schedule filled with 
academics (and now extracurriculars), Maze can often be found procrastinating, studying, or 
enjoying time with friends. Outside of school, he enjoys binging TV series, learning about           
aviation, listening to and discovering new music, thrifting, and baking. He also has a passion 
for exploring almost every hobby under the sun, as some of his friends may claim.  
 
 Elisa Chavez is a junior at A.B. Miller and loves to bring the community together 
through journalism. She loves this as much as she loves music, dogs, and visiting cool coffee 
shops. She is a varsity Cheerleader for both the school’s sideline and competitive teams. In her 
free time, you can find her obsessing over a new book—as reading is her favorite hobby—or 
watching new Netflix shows. Aside from that, her biggest goals in life are to attend college and 
travel to Europe. 
 
 Josue Avila was born in 2004 in Pomona, California. As a senior, one thing he           
appreciates about A.B. Miller is the staff and his relationship with his teachers. He was first 
introduced to the sport he loves when he was four years old, and he has been playing soccer ever 
since. Being one of his biggest passions, he would like to study to become a sports                                   
medicine physician. He would like to attend UCR, as it has been one of his goals since he was a 
little kid in elementary school.   
 
 Krystal Calderon is a senior at A.B. Miller. One aspect she likes about the school is the 
newly painted murals on the buildings. Krystal is someone who sets goals for herself and does 
what she can to get to a higher point in her life. One of her goals for her future is to become 
an entrepreneur and to  never worry about being in debt. Having her own money and being able 
to provide for herself and her family is important to her. One of her hobbies is working out—she 
has been working out for approximately just over a year and a half. It has changed 
her mentality; it helps her take her mind off stress inducing situations. 
 
 A smidge over 17 years of age, Sebastian Calzadilla was born in the middle of the    
Amazonian jungle—in Venezuela, to be exact. As a senior, what excites him the most is to be 
able to come back and have a great time. Sebastian has always been friendly towards the people 
around him, even though he is quiet, he has an understanding and great heart for those around 
him. Sebastian noticed the art behind vehicles and big motors which sparked something inside 
of him, how every little piece inside a motor works together to create power and move a big 
piece of metal at high speeds. The activity that Sebastian enjoys the most is listening to music. 
Discovering new music helps him forget the horrors of the outside world. If you ever see       
Sebastian around campus do not hesitate in saying “hi,” as he wished for all to have a great day. 
 
 Ailene Roque is a senior at A.B. Miller and enjoys stopping by the school library to 
discover new books and diversify the genres she reads. Ailene spends most of her time after-
school working on homework, but never fails to make time for Netflix and reading. One of her 
current favorite authors is Stephen King and has yet to tackle his long list of novels. Though 
Ailene considers herself humble, she is also widely materialistic, and loves to collect all things 
she loves and owns a growing collection of Funko Pops, Legos, and books.   

 One thing 10th grader Briana Lopez enjoys about her school is         
participating in interesting clubs. Before entering A.B. Miller High School, she 
had entertained herself with clubs such as dance, music, 3D printing, art, and 
even, ASB. Clubs served as a means for Briana to interact with others socially. 
You can say that for her entire life she was a shy extrovert that just wanted to 
do the best she can despite many school and family issues happening so quickly 
beyond her years. Some of her academic achievements have been joining her 
school’s Math Field Day team and won second place. Another achievement was 
participating in honor Choir in the 4th grade. Future plans include passing all of 
her classes with As and Bs, attending to a four-year college, and planning to 
work in the film industry as a producer. Her hobbies include singing, acting, 
dancing, and writing short, dark stories. She also has a passion for gaming and 
going to the    movie theater. 
 
 Joseph Alvarez is a sophomore who enjoys the 
sports programs provided at A.B. Miller High School. He has played baseball 
for roughly eight years. Besides baseball, Joseph loves to spend his free time 
playing video games and listening to some of his favorite songs, mainly from 
the band Coldplay. Joseph has accomplished many things—things such 
as winning multiple tournaments with his travel ball baseball team 
and succeeding greatly thus far, in academics. He plans on staying on a steady 
track with his academic career and hopefully joining the school’s baseball team. 
After school, he loves to watch Netflix or the Angels or Dodgers and while 
doing so, his pet, Buddy can be found by his side. 
 
 Ahjranayl Miles is a 16-year-old girl. She is interested in music, art, 
reading and writing. In the fourth grade, she placed first in a Spelling Bee. She 
has always been an accelerated reader and oft can be seen with a book in hand. 
She is shy, but very sweet once you get to know her. 
 
 Anthony Lopez is a sophomore. He likes the thought of joining sports 
at Miller and will tryout when he has the opportunity. He has a knack for con-
structing objects such as tables, pallets, and even a home-made basketball hoop. 
He has a good mind and can be easily distracted, but if he does pay attention, he 
is the smartest in the room. He has achieved many things and is proud of to 
have made it to high school while making a good number of friends he can call 
“family.” Although Anthony may appear shy and quiet, he is just thinking of 
better ways to help himself continue on with the days… 
 
Grace Hernandez was born on October 27th, 2005, in Upland, California. She 
was raised in Fontana. She is a junior and loves her English class. Something 
she has achieved and is very proud of is passing her first two college classes at 
Chaffey. She is looking forward to being able to take more. She enjoys doing 
makeup on herself and others, she also finds pleasure in writing poetry about 
how she views life and how life has treated her. She enjoys Journalism because 
she can write about anything she wants and can find people that may also like 
the same things she does. She loves to preach self-love and how one can be-
come a better person. Outside of school, she partakes in Taekwondo which has 
helped her with her mental health. In the future, she wants to be a Forensic 
Pathologist. 
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